Installing Small Machine Screw Anchors for Small Eyebolt and Nut
The following instructions are for installing the Small Eyebolt and Small Machine Screw Anchor
in a solid masonry surface for Cable Guides along the path of the tensioned perimeter cable.
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#1. Mark the location of each cable guide (2’ center-to-center or
less). To secure the Small Eyebolt (#Eyebolt SM/nut), you will
need to install the small Machine Screw Anchor (#MS-Anchor
SM). Both eyebolt and anchor have 10-24 threads.
#2. Drill a 3/8” (0.95cm) diameter hole, 3/4” (1.91cm) deep at
each location. Clean out all excess dust or debris. Apply small
quantity of adhesive/sealer in the hole.
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#3. Using the Setting Tool (# Setting Tool SM), seat the anchor in
the hole by striking the Setting Tool with a hammer until the
sleeve is seated. Apply another dab of adhesive inside the
anchor.
#4. Complete the installation by threading the Small Eyebolt
(#Eyebolt SM/nut) into the machine screw anchor. Thread
the eyebolt into the anchor as far as it will go. Wipe off any
excess adhesive that is pushed out of the hole.
The adhesive is to help keep water from getting into the drilled
holes. For this application, we recommend the ECO-BOND
Sealer/Adhesive (#EBCLR125).
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For best results use a high quality masonry drill bit. Increase hole
depth for anchor if masonry is in poor condition. Do not drill holes
close to edges of masonry.
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